EFFECTIVE CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS

PRODUCT DATA
ANTIBACTERIAL FOAM SOAP

DESCRIPTION
This foaming hand cleaner is made from a blend of specially selected ingredients that will not
only cut tough dirt and grease, but will leave hands soft and velvety to the touch. It contains no
irritating impurities that will crack or dry skin, yet it cleans thoroughly. This product's special
formula is designed for efficient and thorough cleaning. Even after repeated use, hands retain
their softness. This concentrated liquid detergent provides excellent cleaning for grease, grime,
and dirt yet still effective for delicate hands.

INSTRUCTIONS
Instant solubility ensures fast sudsing and minimum waste. The continual high suds stability
mean less product used for the same results. This product contains water softeners so no
harsh residues are left behind to irritate the skin. Skin softening agents are also used to replace
natural oils removed by other harsh detergents and soaps. Apply a small amount in palm of
hand. Use with warm water and lather up, rinse, then dry. This product leaves a fresh scent
while removing dirt and grime.

FEATURES
•
•
•

Removes tough grease and grime
Does not irritate hands
Pleasant fragrance

SPECIFICATIONS
Appearance:

Light Green Liquid

pH:

8.5

Odour:

Aloe

Biodegradable:

Yes

Specific gravity:

1.01

Detergency:

Excellent
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EFFECTIVE CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS

PRODUCT DATA
ANTIBACTERIAL FOAM SOAP
PACKAGING: 4 x 1 Gallon
ITEM CODE: HSS201

SAFETY

Keep out of the reach of children! While this product is safe for most washable surfaces
including clothing, care should be taken not to splash this product into eyes. If so, rinse with
warm water for 15 minutes. This product contains no harmful acids, abrasives, caustics, or
phosphates.

DISCLAIMER
AllChem Limited does not accept responsibility for misuse of this product or injuries/damages that
may occur due to failure in adhering to the safety precautions outlined on this document.
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